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Guess the baby picture game powerpoint

I am not the biggest fan of games in general, and traditional baby shower or wedding games in particular. That's why when I helped my friend throw a baby to sprinkle for her sister-in-law's second baby on the way, and she put me in charge of games and activities, I had to fight to get to a baby spray game. I challenged myself to create
something that was fun for everyone (men and boys, too) to participate and easy to achieve for me. If the activity contributed to the party decorations or the gift pile for the guest of honor, that was an extra bonus. Here's the baby sprinkle game I came up with: Guess who? The baby picture you game asks party guests in advance to each
one to send them photos of themselves. Then, at the party, the photos are displayed and challenge everyone to Guess who correctly portrays each photo. Whoever makes the most correct guesses wins the game. I know how long working mothers have to plan and run games like this (zip, amirite?), so I'm going to share step by step how
to assemble this activity. You can even download my free 11 printable pages to make this super simple baby sprinkle game even easier for you. What you'll need: Step 1: Request baby photos from guests. Get contact information for guests that RSVP does sprinkle with the baby. Arrive at least a couple of weeks before the event to ask for
a digital version of your own baby photo. Be prepared to be flexible in terms of age, photographic style and image quality (not everyone has the technical knowledge to scan a high-resolution version of their yellowish scrapbook page). Avoid collecting original photos at all costs. (You don't want to be responsible for keeping other people's
precious family heirlooms safe, do you?!) Try to get as many as you can, because more baby photos makes the game more fun. This step is by far the slowest and most difficult. It's all downhill from here! Step 2: Print each photo on glossy photo paper. If you have a decent printer at home (or at work), use it to print each guest's baby
photo on shiny paper. If not, you can upload the images and ask for impressions through a website, or take them to a flash drive to your local pharmacy for printing on the site. I think larger images (8.5×11) look better and are easier for people to see, but smaller ones will work in the blink of an eye. Step 3: Print game materials into card
stock. The free printable I created to go along with this game includes: 9 individually numbered labels to put on the back of each photo 1 game card (make as many copies of this page as necessary for each guest to have their own) 1 folding sign for the card sending box Click to download the PDF of all game materials and print on white
card paper. Copy as many game cards as you need for all guests to participate. Step 4: Mount each photo on the numbered label. Using the in-stock card prints from Step 3, attach each photo to a double-sided adhesive tape label. Glue or Mod Podge also works, but I think tape is neater and easier to deal with. Step 5: Drill a hole in each
photo and hang with garland in all areas of the party. Try to center the punch on top of each photo. I used shiny wire garland (often found in the gift wrap section) to wrap around the hole and hang from the ceiling in different parts of the party configuration. You may prefer string or tape, or whatever you have available, and hang photos
wherever you think guests might congregate. (This is where the additional contribution to match decoration comes in!) Step 6: Set up your game card shipping box. Carefully open your diaper box (any size, the mom-to-be will appreciate any contribution to her diaper reserve) and take off her diapers. These can be useful for a diaper cake
and other shower activities involving diapers, or you can simply set them aside for after the shower. Using a box cutter, create a large enough slot at the top of the box for guests to slide into their folded game cards. Fold the sign you printed into a table shape and secure it to the top of the box, just near the slot. Put the box in a central
place where people can find it and put their playing cards when they're ready. Step 7: Deliver a game card and pen to guests as they arrive. Briefly explain the baby sprinkle game as it gives guests their game cards and pens. Then let them mix and play throughout the party. Let the fun begin when people try to figure out which chubby,
drooling baby corresponds to which adults they measure around the punch. Asking questions (apart from which photo is yours?) is totally fair, like What hair color did you have as a baby? Or were you a chubby or skinny baby? I especially like it when gamers ask guests to stand next to a photo for careful side-by-side comparison. Step 8:
Make sure the guests send their guesses before the party gets wrapped. Quickly count the correct number of guesses on each card (all should be in the diaper box) to determine the winner. The guest who guesses the most correct answers wins! Then gather everyone to announce the right answers and who won. If possible, you could
even ask guests to stand next to their own photo of the baby to reveal the answers. Step 9: Download the photos, tag them with correct names and place them in a photo album. Wait till the party's over for this step, of course. Unwrap the garland or cut the rope from each photo and label it correctly. Then put all the photos in an album and
give it to the guest of honor. She will be able to enjoy seeing the adorable faces baby from friends and family who celebrated with her. And let's face it, at least guarantee that you will have an album handy to save memories for your second baby (third, fourth, etc.). Affiliate Disclosure: As an Amazon Partner, I win with qualified purchases.
Are you looking for an interactive game with which everyone can have fun? The Guess The Baby Picture Game can be the ideal game for you. The use of baby pictures in a guessing game always proves show very funny with some unexpected laughter. For example, my baby picture is pretty embarrassing. Because the doctor had to use
some additional steps with me during childbirth, my head was bruised. It literally looked like I got hit. And to make matters worse, my head looks like my baby picture would have come straight out of the Coneheads.Es bad. See for yourself! People always laugh when I pair up with my baby picture. I love to laugh well, so it doesn't bother
me at all. Guess the rules of the baby image game: Ask everyone who attends your Christian camp or retreat to bring a picture of the baby from your first year of life. Be sure to tell all participants not to show their baby photo with anyone else. Ask the Coordinator of the Christian Event to collect all photos of the participants' baby.
Randomly organize images on a poster or dry erase board. Pro Tip: Be sure to use the painter's tape on the back of the photos and not on the fronts. Be sure to be respectful of people's baby photo during guessing game. Numbers each image. Provide an unnumbered list of names next to the whiteboard. Remember that some of your
attendees may not know everyone's first and last name. Leave the board overnight in a common area to allow everyone the opportunity to view the photos. Ask each person to write on a piece of paper a name for each numbered sheet with their guess. At the next informal service or meeting, call the correct names with each numbered
photo of the baby. Let each person maintain their own score with how many guess correctly. See who had the most correctly guessed baby photos. Baby photo game rewards. As with any game, consider offering some kind of reward to the person who guesses most baby photos and wins. This reward can be literally anything. Some ideas
would be a badge or trophy Guess the baby photo game. The trophy could have a bottle topper. Depending on your audience, you can choose to simply provide a gift card to a restaurant. One of my personal favorites is to provide a shiny pacifier badge or necklace that the winner can wear for the rest of the Christian camp or retreat.
Bonus... Here's another childhood photo that laughs a lot. Yes, I liked Pee-wee Herman and I put it in my first grade picture from school. Special thanks to Refreshing Mountain for making this baby photo game item possible. Looking for a fun and easy baby shower activity? It's guessing the baby photo game! With this game, there's not
much work involved. What's really cool is that this game/activity acts like an icebreaker in your baby Plus, connect your guests in a way they wouldn't normally. It's a unique way to get people to start mixing with each other. Feel free to play this game among friends who know each other well, or work acquaintances. It's a wonderful
icebreaker, no matter what kind of group. Guess the photo game - Here's how it works... When you send the invitations to your baby shower, shower, Be sure to ask all your guests to send or bring a picture of themselves when they were a baby or toddler. (Ideally, they should email or email you because people are likely to forget). Assign
a number to each image and publish it on the wall or on a dashboard. (See some of the examples below for inspiration).) Guests have to guess which image corresponds to an adult in the room. The person who tied the most baby photos wins a baby shower award. The sky is the limit of how photos can be presented. Below are some
ideas of how others have done it. Baby Shower Forest Creatures image credits
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